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Dit is met leedwese dat ons u in kennis stel dat oom Jan 

van der Walt, stigter van WILD & JAG-tydskrif en tot 

onlangs hoofredakteur en uitgewer, Woensdag 14 

September 2016 oorlede is.  

 

Hy word oorleef deur sy eggenote Marie, sy kinders Jan, 

Willemien, Magriet, Chris en Hennie, asook sy klein- en 

agterkleinkinders. Die gedenkdiens vind Maandagoggend 

19 September om 10:00 plaas vanuit die NG Kerk 

Doornkloof, Leoniestraat 143, Doringkloof (Centurion). 

Daar is toegang na Leoniestraat vanaf Jeanlaan. 

 

In plaas van blomme of ander bydraes versoek sy gesin dat donasies aan KANSA gemaak 

word. Dit kan direk op KANSA se webwerf gedoen word.  

============================================== 

It is with deep regret that we inform you of the passing away of Mr. Jan van der Walt, 

founder of GAME & HUNT magazine and until recently editor-in-chief and publisher, on 

Wednesday, 14 September 2016. 

 

He leaves behind his wife Marie, his children Jan, Willemien, Magriet, Chris and Hennie, as 

well as his grand- and great-grandchildren.  The memorial service will take place at 10:00 on 

Monday, 19 September at the Dutch Reformed Church Doornkloof, 143 Leonie Street, 

Doringkloof (Centurion). Leonie Street can be accessed from Jean Avenue. 

 

The family has requested that donations be made to CANSA instead of flowers or other 

contributions. This can be done directly on the CANSA website. 

Santie Liebenberg 

WILD & JAG Tydskrif / 

GAME & HUNT 

Magazine 
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Chairman’s Report – William Smale 

 

Dear Members in Hunting and Shooting, 

 

We are starting the run down to the end of the year. The pace is 

quickening. I hope you are all still enjoying getting shooting and 

hunting opportunites as they may arise.  

 

On an international scale we all wait with baited breath to hear what 

CITES CoP17 resolutins are passed and what impact that will have on our animals and their 

survivial. CHASA is campaigning for sustaibale utilisation along with most other hunting 

bodies of SADC. 

 

We are making a huge commitement to the range this year. Stewart has worked tirelessly to 

maintain it, as well as upgrade it as best we can for the benefit of members. Work is 

continuing on the range and right now the GONG CAMP is still closed, as we create the 

stopwalls as required. An announcement will be made when it is available for use and we 

will have a launch shoot.  

 

Our Monthly Sports Shoots are gathering mometum again. In August we offered many 

ranges and had members clammering for all events. Perhaps now is the time to research 

some new equipment and start slowly building a Christmas list. 

 

There will be a lucky draw on the September Steak Evening for a hamper from Freddy 

Hirsch, all meals tickets bought will go into the draw to take place at 8pm.  

 

We are aware that various members were affected by the Licence Card printing issues in 

Zwelitsha, but recently heard a batch came through after being printed in Pretoria. 

 

If you a have any excess venison this season please would you consider donating it to 

Langham House (almost opposite Transfrom Electrical) in Fleet Street Quigney. They are an 

old age frail care facility to our senior citizens, who are in need and welcome any clean meat 

donations. 

 

 

Yours in all things firearms,  

 

William Smale 
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CHASA/BHC June Newsline – William Smale 

 

The hunting season seemed to progress well, that is if one goes by the many 

a long and successful hunting stories being told at the Steak Evenings and 

other club nights. 

 

News from the CHASA Board 
The September CHASA Board Meeting adopted further changes to the 

Sports Shooting Rules. The changes include: 

 Considering an RPL process for members who join from other 

shooting federations who have SAPS recognised certifications such as Dedicated 

Sports Shooter (DSS), 

 Considering a direct route to a DSS (not requiring the Senior Proficiency and 

Dedicated Hunter certifications). This will allow someone who is only interested in 

Shooting Handgun under Sports Shooter to make application directly after having 

achieved a Competency Certificate in the use of a Handgun as well as shooting the 

CHASA TYRO course. 

 

The CHASA Sports Shooting Portfolio is headed up by Ziggi Liebner and he has established a 

Sports Shooting Committee, who will be looking at standardising the CHASA Sports Shooting 

rules. He has invited our Chairperson, William Smale, to participate on this committee. 

 

The Board again warned associations to share the message of keeping social media posts to 

a high standard so we don’t land up shooting ourselves in the proverbial foot. If you engage 

anti’s, please do so with facts and logic. 

 

On the RENEWALS front we are again advised that the ideal is to start your renewal process 

at 120 days to expiry, not earlier and not after 90 days to go to expiry. Please set reminders 

in your diaries or make use of the Calendar functions in email programs or cellphones. 

 

There is no need to be alarmist, as the 90 day requirement has been in the act all along, it 

just appears now it will receive some attention. If you need more assistance please don’t 

hesitate to contact Mader van Niekerk at Legally Armed (see advert on page 3). 

 

Please see the letter from Martin Hood on the issue of handing in an expired firearm to a 

dealer just released on the 22 September. 
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It appears it is still just too early to take this as a fact and the warning stands that on your 

re-application you need to motivate COMPREHENSIVELY why you missed the re-application 

deadline.   

 

A simple I forgot may not be deemed enough and may prove your “negligence” in respect of 

your firearm ownership. 
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CHASA Awards 

A reminder that the CHASA Board has opened the CHASA Advanced Hunter Award. The 

criteria for this award is to provide a written report to prove: 

 Being a member of your club for a minimum of 10 years, 

 Having a CHASA Proficiency (Senior Hunters)  PLUS another CHASA course (such as 

CHASA Range Officers or CHASA SA Measurers Course), 

 Having 10 trophies you can present to the BHC Awards panel, 

 

If so please contact William Smale to assess your submission. 

 

Some News from the BHC 
 

 

 

 

 

 

From our two (2) PMP Grouping events hosted over the last 2 years we had 18 participants 

qualify for the PMPM Grouping Nationals. A group from East London is going to participate 

in the nationals event in Pretoria on the 15th October 2016. Good luck to you. 

 

CHASA Inter-Association Sports Shoot 

During August the BHC selected two (2) teams to participate in the CHASA Inter-association 

Shoot. This event was held in Bloemfontein on the 10th September. 

 

The members who qualified for the teams according to the BHC Selection Policy were: 

 

OPEN CATEGORY TEAM CENTREFIRE 

Shane Nass, Jacques van Rooyen, Pieter Potgieter and Dave Hill,  

 

STANDARD CATEGORY TEAM CENTREFIRE 

Stan Bow, Daniel Fourie, Ricky Codd and Terence Salzwedel 

 

We were extremely fortunate to obtain sponsorships for this event which took care of the 

costs associated with the event. A BIG THANK YOU goes out to: 

 

 UMSO Construction and 

 Buffalo Toyota 
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Without their generous support this event would have been very difficult to get to. 
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The Open Team in Action 

 

 

 
 

The Border Hunting Club Standard Team won Silver Medals for 2nd place. 
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In order to be eligible for a Sports Shooting Team please make sure you register as a 

Dedicated Sports Shooter (DSS). Thereafter you need to have shot in three (3) events in a 

calendar year. 

 

Please login into www.chasaranking.co.za to view the CHASA Ranking website and check 

your scores and report any issues to us to follow up on. PLEASE NOTE there are 2 bolt-action 

rifle categories namely;  STANDARD (restricted scope <12X and barrel non heavyweight) 

and OPEN (unrestricted scope and barrel – no limits).  

 

NOTE - Ensure your admin is completed correct when you sign in at 

each Sports Shoot. 
 

We have also participated in an Inter-Club shoot at Amatole on the 1st October 2016. Again 
we entered two (2) teams an Open Team and a Standard Team. 
 
These teams have just been finalised and will consist of: 
 

 OPEN CATEGORY TEAM CENTREFIRE 
o Jacques van Rooyen, Fraser Bruce, Russell Hill and Terrence Salzwedel,  

 

 STANDARD CATEGORY TEAM CENTREFIRE 
o Stan Bow, Daniel Fourie, Ricky Codd and Roger Lundström 

 
Wishing you all the best and if anyone wishes to watch and support our teams please head 
out to the Amatole range on 1st October at about 08h30. 
 
 
 

  

http://www.chasaranking.co.za/
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BHC Shooting Team Selection Criteria  
 
 

From time to time the BHC may want to select a team of Sports Shooters to participate in 
CHASA co-ordinated shoots across the country or even regionally in a variety of disciplines 
(Hunting Handgun, Bolt Action, Rimfire, Action Pistol (Bianchi), Semi-Auto and Shotgun) as 
covered by the CHASA Sports Shooter rule book.  
 
 
The BHC has adopted the following Selection Criteria which will guide the selection of a BHC 
Team per discipline. The team may either be Mens, Ladies or Juniors and the same policy 
applies. BHC reserves the right to only send one team or none at all. 
 
 

1. In order to qualify for team selection only Members in Good Standing will be 
considered, 

2. Members will need to have achieved the CHASA Proficiency and be registered 
Dedicated Hunter, 

3. Members will need to be Dedicated Sports Shooters, 
4. Members will need to be registered on the Sports Shooting website 

(www.chasaranking.co.za)  
5. Member will need to have participated in at least three (3) Postal Shoots in the 

current year and discipline of the team being selected or event being offered and as 
recorded on the CHASA Ranking website by date of selection, 

6. Where only an Open category events exist (CHASA Inter-association shoot) at the 
shooting event, the BHC top 4 in each category (Open and Standard) will participate 
in a trial. The top 4 in the trial (irrespective of category) will be selected for the BHC 
team, 

7. Where multiple categories exist as defined by the CHASA Sports Shoot rules the BHC 
team will be selected off the CHASA Ranking list per category, 

8. Should a selected member be unavailable to participate in the event the next best 
score will be offered the position in the team until a team is formed, 

9. Where possible the BHC will attempt to raise funding for the team participation to 
assist or cover the transport and accommodation, however, this cannot be 
guaranteed and should not be expected as a given. 
 
 

BHC Shooting Team Selection Policy Version Final 1.0 2015 

 

  

http://www.chasaranking.co.za/
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FIREARM COMPETENCY REMINDER! 

Again we are advised by CHASA to request members with expired or soon to be expiring 

COMPETENCY CERTIFICATES to please approach your nearest DFO and apply for RENEWAL.   

 

It is the feeling of CHASA that CHASA members are correctly certified. At the same time the 

message is not to let the DFO’s cut up your old licences or paperwork – the expiry date takes 

care of that and your new licence will be effective only once you receive it.  

 

This change occurred during October 2014 at the SAPS and Hunters Forum Meeting and was 

conveyed to us by CHASA.  The “reason” you can use as to why the Competency is expired is 

“the directive from the SAPS noting that the firearm competency will remain valid until the 

expiry of the last firearm in that category.” 

 

Given the renewed focus on firearms recently, it may well be worth getting your 

competencies renewed within its actual expiry date, than take a chance on amendments to 

the Act on the horizon. 

 

 For COMPETENCY RENEWAL APPLICATION you will need: 

 

1. Your official original identity document, 

2. The original training certificate/s per category of firearm obtained from an 

accredited training provider 

3. Two unobscured passport size colour photographs not older than three months 

4. Two (2) character references from non-family members 

5. Proof of residence (BCM Rates Invoice or similar) 

6. The completed SAPS 517 (click here for the Application for a Renewal of 

Competency Certificate) form. The Designated Firearms Officer will take a full set of 

your fingerprints on a SAPS 91(a) form. 
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BHC CHASA ENDORSEMENTS! 

As the BHC we can Endorsement ALL “legal” HUNTING CALIBRES in Shotgun in break-action, 

Rifle in  Bolt action or Hunting Handgun calibre 357 Mag or larger, as well as ALL SPORTS 

SHOOTING categories, Bolt Action, Semi-auto including Rimfire, Semi-auto shotgun, 

Handgun (Action pistol). 

 

Please download and complete the GUIDE to Completing a Motivation for Endorsement/ 

Licence from our website or respond as below. PLEASE NOTE that we need to do the due 

diligence, so please bear with us on this requirement. The Guides are available on the 

website http://www.borderhunting.co.za/welcome/index.php/downloads    

 

Sports Shooters and Non-Hunting Handguns  

With the introduction of the Handgun Portfolio and the Bianchi Shoot offering within the 

CHASA federation, we are now able to offer Endorsements for non-hunting Handgun 

Licence Applications, as well.  

 

However, there are requirements on members prior to us being able to offer this 

Endorsement. 

 

A club members needs to: 

• Be a member in good standing, 

• Be a current verified Dedicated Hunter (Once-off course and assessment), 

• Be a current verified Sports Shooter (Annual Fee and participate in 2 shoots), 

• Be successful in the Handgun TYRO Safety Course, 

 

Only then will they be able to apply for a Handgun under Sports Shooter and request an 

Endorsement for the Handgun in question with a R50 payment. 

 

The Endorsement Certificate is issued once you have completed an appropriate 

“Motivation” for the firearm.  We advise you on aspects of your motivation that may need 

reworking and ensure you don’t trip yourself up by making statements that are not 

considered correct and proper in terms of the firearms and hunting or shooting related 

laws. 

 

The onus to prepare the motivation rests with the member requesting it and guidance will 

be provided.  The turnaround time is around 2 weeks, if all info is submitted properly. 

 

Should you require additional assistance please contact Mader van Niekerk (one of our 

advertisers) at Legally Armed.  They will assist and handle the full submission and appeal 

process for you. 

 

http://www.borderhunting.co.za/welcome/index.php/downloads
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BHC TRAINING COURSES 

CHASA Senior Hunter Course (R440 includes 1 assessment attempt additional attempts at 

R100) 

The next Assessments will take place on the 21st and 22nd October at the cliubhouse and the 

range respectively.  You register by paying R440 and providing her with your contact details.  

Once registered you are provided with the course material and are able to self-study with it.  

All registered participants are emailed a study guide and this will support the self-study 

method. The date of the assessment is determined once we have 5 participants. 

 

It is also STRONGLY advised to practice the actual shoot on a life-size target as per the 

information in the back of the Handbook. 

 

 

CHASA Range Officers Course (R250 includes 1 assessment attempt additional attempts at 

R100) 

This next course will run on the 21st and 22nd October as well. If you are interested in the 

CHASA Range Officers course please register with Liesel at the BHC Clubhouse on any club 

night.  If you are happy to do at least three (3) range duties the course is free.  If you done 

want to serve you register by paying R250 and providing her with your contact details.  Once 

registered you are provided with the course material and are able to self-study with it.   

 

 

 

Yours in the freedom to hunt, 

 

 

William Smale 
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Bloemfontein CHASA Inter-association Shoot 

by Daniël Fourie  

 

Namens die span wil ek net ons dankbaarheid aan William oordra. Without your 

enthusiastic support and huge effort our great adventure would not have realised. Also a big 

thank you to our Lord for guiding us home safely. Thanks to Terrance for taking it upon his 

shoulders to drive. You did a great job. Thanks also to Pieter and Ricky with the help to 

secure sponsorship for us.  

 

We left East London on Friday afternoon in a beautiful Buffalo Toyota Quantum. The road 

was quiet and the weather was fair. The police, however, did pull us over twice, thinking we 

might be a taxi (hahaha).  

 

The Saturday morning we sighted in our rifles. It was a butterfly moment since none of us, 

except Shane, have competed in any formal competition like this. The scrutineering for 

Standard class and briefing was very interesting. We were informed by Ziggy (CHASA Sport 

Shooting Portfolio Holder) that this competition was an exercise to see how the various 

clubs implement the rules. He informed us that new competition rules would be drafted 

soon. 

 

All four (4) shottists in each team engaged a single target simultaneously, except for the 

gongs where shottists shot individually. “Vrystaat jag” won the open class with 2206.9 

points.  They also won the standard class with 1786.6 points.  BHC came second with 1285.8 

in the standard class. (Unofficially the BHC standard team beat two open class teams based 

on points…). Well done gents!! What was interesting in the scoring system was that the .8 

decimal point represented the number of VBulls shot.  

 

At the debriefing Ziggy also said that some of the techniques used by certain clubs were 

unsportsmanlike interpretations of the rules. The purpose of this postal shoot competition 

was to simulate hunting conditions.  I am proud to say that BHC was not one of the clubs 

that were using grey-area techniques during the competition.  

 

At this competition it was clear that the “Vrystaat jag” club was setting a high benchmark 

that the rest of the country needs to aspire to.  We made great friends and ended off the 

day with a lekker braai at my cousin’s house.  Thanks to Hein and Mari Vosloo for opening 

their house to us for supper. We left Bloemfontein early Sunday morning and travelled 

home with new inspiration and some good lessons learnt.  
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Treasurer’s Report – Ross Hartwig 

 

From the treasury side, this is a quieter time of the year. All 

membership fees have been paid for 2016. 

 

The membership fee ensures our club can carry on moving forward 

and providing better and better facilities such as the improvemetns 

occuring on the range. 

 

As previously stated, the BHC has computerized its accounting 

functions. All membership fees, dedicated sport shooter or 

dedicated hunter fees etc. will be invoiced out to the member.   

 

These invoices will either be emailed or posted depending on 

previous preferences. Each month a statement will be sent if there is a balance on your 

account. Please look out for these when they arrive. 

 

If any members have now got email that did not have previously or have changed their 

addresses, please let us have these addresses as it is far more efficient to email than use our 

postal services. 

 

The club has continued doing upgrades to the range. The gong camp has been fenced, the 

shotgun range extended etc etc. Well done to Daniel and Stewart on getting things going. 

 

Good luck to our shooting team! And a big thank you to our sponsors. 

 

BHC Banking Details:                       First National Bank 

                                                            Branch: Vincent 

                                                            Account Number:  62174331597    
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Chief Range Officers Report – Daniël Fourie 

What a busy couple of weeks! Hunting, postals, Bloemfontein CHASA 

postal competition and just back in time for the next postal. 

 

It is great to see our range coming along nicely. I can say without a 

doubt that our safety standards on our range exceed the 

Bloemfontein range that was used for the CHASA shoot. We are on 

the doorstep of finely having a long rifle range. I must compliment 

Stewart on the good state of the range.  

 

Postal:  13th of August 2016 

The postal was very well attended. It was amazing to see how many 

competitors turned out for the new .22 competition. It was simply 

beyond all expectations. From now on we will accommodate four competitors on a detail 

simultaneously in order to make sure that everybody gets a chance to compete.  

The bench rest competition was also very well supported with Jacques van Rooyen setting 

the benchmark very high.   Looks like his grouping is the one to beat this year.  We have 

added an extra bench and shooting lane (target). The participation on this event also 

surpassed our hopes.  

 

The half-time show was a great exhibition from Freddie Hirsh. It was not only the juniors 

who benefitted from the expert presenter, but a couple of old hands like me, also learned a 

couple of new tricks.  The crowd was literally watching him with hawk eyes and enjoyed 

every moment. We have to thank Brett and his brother Ross for arranging and involvement 

with this presentation. 

 

I also have to compliment the ladies who helped out on the day. Thank you so much. The 

admin and food stall were run in a magnificent fashion as always.  

 

Do’s and Don’ts 

Please observe the followign DON’TS  

1. No loaded firearms allowed on the range, unless on the firing line, about to engage 

targets. So, therefore make them safe in the safe zone area, before entering the second 

gate. NB only one person at a time in the safe zone area, facing with their back to the road. 

2. Please do not park your vehicle within the ten meter safety area from the firing line (rifle 

range measured out with white poles). All bystanders and people not shooting are to be 

behind the ten meter safety line whilst shooting is in progress. 

3. Please remember eye and ear protection at all times. 

4. We wish Nick Bessinger a speedy recovery after his .303 blew up on the range. The 

incident was investigated and a report has been filed.  
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On the other hand please do: 

1. Report any signs of poaching around the range area to any committee member.  

2. Remember to fill in all your details on your score cards for postals. Example: name, 

member number, calibre, open /standard and rim/centre fire, date, etc. 

3. note the range opne and clsoed flags in the middle of the bench line on the rifle range is a 

permanent fixture and operates as follows:   

 Red: do not go forward, range closed.  

 White: range open, you may go forward.  

Please use these flags when there are two or more members making use of the range.  This 

will ensure that everyone knows when a range is safe to enter or not. 

4.  Remember to take all your own litter home when you leave.  This includes old targets on 

frames, empty cooldrink cans, etc. 

 

Postal:  17th of September 2016 

The shoot was very well attended in the morning, but the rain caused competitor numbers 

to dwindle later in the day.  Some hard core members like Fraser Bruce stuck it out and 

braved the bad weather to produce an excellent score.  Newcomers Simon Cooper scored 

430 (shooting in the standard class)... definitely a man to keep an eye on!  The shotgun 

range was bustling with action and some impressive scores were set up. 

 

For the members that want to shoot in their rifles before the postal shoot need to please be 

aware that a RO shoot detail will be starting at 7:00am on the morning of the postal so that 

the RO’s also have the opportunity to participate at the postals.  This was introduced at the 

last postal and worked well.  

 

We are all looking forward to make use of the gong camp.  Please be aware that it is still 

under construction until it is officially declared safe and open by the committee.  Do not 

make use of it in the meantime. 

 

A big vote of thanks goes to Dewald Coertze who transported a truck load of tyres to the 

range that were used all over to improve safety on the ranges.  Also thank you to the ladies 

who came to help admin and food stall and then got their car stuck and had to be pulled 

out.  Thank you to the dedicated RO’s who helped at the postal, even throughout the 

pouring rain.  We hope to see you all at the next postal shoot! 

 

If you have any ideas or complaints contact myself or anyone on 

committee. 

 

Daniël Fourie - Chief Range Officer (CRO) 
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Range Manager Report – Stewart 

Deysel   

                                                                                                                       

One step closer to being a first class shooting establishment… 

 

As some have noticed, the shotgun range has been extended, 

the pistol range has been shifted around new roadways are 

marked and there is a big wide open patch on the hillside 

behind the stop wall.  

 

That my good people is for our long range gong range. Notices 

via SMS and Facebook warning that no shooting into the new 

gong camp is permitted at this stage as we have to make 

various safety upgrades as well.  

 

However, some of you campers have been naughty. Please 

refrain from this until the official opening. There are still too 

many rocks which need to be removed for safety purposes. The array of bullets found up 

there have been astonishing some of them lead me to believe that there are some very 

irresponsible gun owners out there.  

 

The bullet drop of on a 9mm and 12g slugs would mean that you are aiming way past the 

safe area. Please don’t do it. 

 

A new container has been placed on the range at the Handgun Range and now Byron can 

store all the Handgun equipment there. 

 

We have also marked off various distances on the ranges to assist members. 

 

It is great to hear all the positive feedback from our members – If there are any other 

suggestions please get in touch.  

 

Please be safe and don’t shoot any of the new signage.  

 

Regards  

 

Stewart  
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Upcoming BHC Events 
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Clubhouse Report – Liesel Jordaan 

Hi all BHC members, 

 

Just a little bit of news from the club side of things... 

 

We will be having a Potjiekos competition this year – looking to have it on 

Saturday 15th October so if anyone is interested in taking part, to please 

forward your name through to me or call me to enter. 

 

We will be doing the Trophy Measuring on the same day, 15th October, from 09h30 to 

12h30. The Potjie evetn will start at lunchtime and we will be judging from 17h00 and eating 

at around 18h00.  A sms / email will be sent out closer to the time. 

 

Another date for you to diarise for a future event (and the last club event for the year), 

would be the BHC Christmas Spit.  This will take place on Saturday 10th December.  Please 

look out for emails and sms’s that will be sent with more information pertaining to it. 

 

Just a reminder that the club is available for hire for staff functions, year end functions and 

birthdays etc.  Feel free to contact me should you be interested. 

 

All Dedicated Hunters - just reminding you to not forget to hand in your Dedicated Hunting 

Reports for this year – due end of October 2016.  The form/report is available for 

downloading on our website.  Please make sure it is filled in correctly and that all signatures 

are there.  If you have been inactive and not done any hunting this year, you must still fill in 

a report and state why you were inactive. 

 

If your email address, street address or cell number has changed in the past 6 months, 

please let me know so I can update your details on my side and also so that you can stay up 

to date with any correspondence we send out. 

 

Liesel Jordaan 

083 534 1568 

 

Email:  secretary@borderhunting.co.za 

Fax:  086 516 4968 

mailto:secretary@borderhunting.co.za
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Handgun Portfolio – Byron Petzer 

 

The handgun is slowly, but steadily growing at BHC. We have 

another 3 gents that are now eligible to participate in the Bianchi 

events, this takes our total up to 17.  

 

Nine of our Tyro qualified gents shot ‘The Practical Event’, which 

is one of the four (4) matches that make up a Bianchi shoot.  

 

It was a hotly contested match and we had a top score of 365 out of a possible 480. This is 

quite impressive considering it was the first time the match had been run under tournament 

conditions and we had guys shooting shoulder to shoulder on the firing line. A lot of fun was 

had by all competitors.  

 

I am sure a few of them will be sneaking in a few more practice sessions before our next 

Bianchi event. Hopefully a few of the spectators have been inspired by the action they 

witnessed and we will have a few more guys out there competing.  

 

In the upcoming months we are hoping to have a competition with some of the Gauteng 

lads and maybe an inter-club event. So come and join us for some practice or if 

competitions aren’t for you bring your handgun along and give our plate rack a try, it is great 

fun and very addictive.  

 

I hope to see some new faces on the range over the next few months. 

 

Happy shooting. 

 

Byron Petzer 

Handgun Portfolio 
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We have already had a 12 members pass the TYRO course on top of satisfying the other 

requirements, which now means that they qualify to compete in Bianchi events/matches. 

We are hoping to get more people through the TYRO so that we will have more competitors 

for the Bianchi events.  

 

Some of the events are a lot of fun and others will really test your abilities as a marksman. 

So if you up for a bit of fun or if you are looking for a challenge come and join us. We have a 

beautiful new handgun range at our disposal and we are going to make good use of it.   
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BHC Advertising 2016 Opportunities 

 

All advertising at BHC needs to be either directly or indirectly related to hunting and 

outdoorsmanship. ALL artwork is to be provided by the Advertiser in the format required by 

the medium (Newsletter – MS Word or PDF, Web – JPG, Facebook – JPG and Boards – as 

required by signwriters). 

 

Once-off Adverts in Newsletter 

R250.00 per edition which gets you a 1 x A5 black and white sized advert into the BHC 

Newsletter (which is available in both hard and softcopy). We produce 4 editions a year for 

members, which in 2014 is 452 members. Our newsletter is seen by around 2000 people 

quarterly in both hard and soft copy. 

 

Bronze Advertiser 

R800.00 per annum which gets you a 1 x A5 black and white sized advert into the BHC 

Newsletter (which is available in both hard and softcopy). We produce 4 editions a year for 

members, which in 2013 was 431 members. Our newsletter is seen by around 2000 people 

quarterly in both hard and soft copy. 

 

Silver Advertiser 

R1200 per annum gets you 1 x A5 full colour back cover in print copy. We produce 4 editions 

(hardcopy and softcopy) a year for members, which in 2013 was 431 members. Our 

newsletter is seen by around 2000 people quarterly in both hard and soft copy. 

 

Gold Advertiser 

R5000.00 per annum which gets you everything in BRONZE above PLUS unlimited access to 

advertising on our administered Facebook Group and BHC website. 

 

Platinum Advertiser 

R15,000.00 per annum payment (or a prize with a retail value of minimum R20,000.00) 

which gets you everything in Bronze and Gold, plus an opportunity to place a large sign 

placed on the BHC range perimeter, as well as the opportunity to place laminated 

advertising A3 at the BHC clubhouse. 

 

Please contact the William Smale (wsmale@gmail.com) to secure the advertising 

opportunities. 
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JOINT MEDIA RELEASE BY HUNTING ASSOCIATIONS 

DURING CITES COP17 - 2 October 2016 

Johannesburg - The three major hunting associations in South Africa joined forces during the 

17th Conference of Parties to the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species 

of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES COP17) in Johannesburg, to convey the positive role that 

responsible hunting plays in conservation, food security and socio-economic development. 

The CITES COP17 started in Johannesburg on 24 September and will conclude on 

Wednesday 5 October. 

 

In their collaborative presentation, the Confederation of Hunting Associations of South 

Africa (CHASA), Professional Hunters Association of South Africa (PHASA) and the South 

African Hunters and Game Conservation Association (SA Hunters) demystified widespread 

public perception that hunting is in conflict with conservation principles.  

 

Hunting is legal. It has no relation whatsoever to poaching or the illegal trafficking of 

wildlife. Responsible hunting is a legal activity that is an inherent part of the cultural 

heritage of many South Africans. Its annual contribution to the South African economy 

exceeds R10 billion (2015) and generates approximately 70% of the annual revenue 

generated by the wildlife industry. 

 

Hunting provides an alternative, healthy protein source that contributes to food security. 

During the annual hunting season, game meat supply between 15 and 25% of the total red 

meat consumption in South Africa, according to information provided by the South African 

Meat Industry Company (SAMIC. Meat from hunting operations supplies a relatively cheap 

protein source for many rural communities. The simultaneous growth of the wildlife 

industry and the quantity of game on communal land, which is being incorporated into the 

wildlife sector, bring relief to poor rural communities by providing safe and nutritious food 

to meet their dietary needs. 

 

According to Lizanne Nel, conservation manager of SA Hunters, extensive wildlife areas 

under private management is approximately three times bigger than wildlife area under 

formal protection by government. "The private sector must have incentives to protect 

wildlife because hunting generates the biggest percentage (70%) of the income for this 

sector. Without reliable income streams from wildlife, including hunting that act as an 

incentive to manage these wildlife areas, game farmers are likely to switch to other land-use 

activities that might be incompatible with conservation principles and practices." 

The role of hunting in securing wildlife habitats is also evident throughout sub-Saharan 

Africa. Research has shown that for 23 countries in Africa (Lindsey, Roulet & Romañach, 

2007) hunting contributes significantly to securing wildlife areas in excess of 1,4mil km2, 

which exceed the area encompassed by national parks. 
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Research findings, including research by the Tourism Research in Economic, Environs and 

Society, North-West University, (Potchefstroom, South Africa), confirm that hunting 

contributes significantly to the economy. Results revealed that:  

 

Stan Burger, President of PHASA, said hunting played a significant role in many rural 

economies where other options for economic growth might be limited. "Not all areas are 

suitable for eco-tourism. Hunters depend on products such as ammunition, food, clothing, 

and hunting gear; and services such as taxidermy, skinning, tracking and accommodation. 

These needs provide business opportunities that can boost the economy throughout the 

entire value chain. People living in rural areas also have to deal with the impact of game 

passing through their crops or feeding on livestock. Benefits from hunting assist these 

communities to absorb these impacts," Burger said. 

 

CHASA CEO Stephen Palos said hunters have a close affinity with nature and actively seek 

opportunities to engage in conservation initiatives encompassing projects such as research, 

field data collection, rehabilitation and the reintroduction of wildlife at national and 

community level. "Responsible and balanced utilisation of natural bounty is ingrained in a 

hunter’s ethos with both written, and unwritten codes of conduct guiding hunting activities. 

Knowledge gained through experience as well as formal training is the foundation for 

hunting skills development." 

 

Palos reiterated that hunting associations in South Africa have comprehensive and well-

structured training programmes that include codes of conduct that instil positive behaviour 

and attitudes among their members that secure the future for wildlife and hunting for all. 

 

CITES COP17 provided a unique opportunity for the hunting sector to unite and portray the 

positive contribution that hunting and hunters can and do play in conservation of wildlife 

resources in developing countries. 
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Social Media and New Apps Alert 

 

Here are some new links for you to use. 

10 Best Hunting Apps For the Tech-Savvy Outdoorsman 

by Brent McNamee 

One of the biggest thrills about hunting (besides taking home your big trophy) is the ability 
to detach from the daily grind and feel at one with nature. But heading off into the wild with 
nothing but yourself, your gear and of course, your hunting licence, might leave you feeling 
out of touch with everyone and everything around you. To help solve this, just bring your 
Smartphone, that way you can connect when you want and still enjoy your time. 

Did you know Smartphones can actually be incredibly useful in the woods when hunting? 
You can keep track of your locations, get up-to-the-minute details on optimal hunting times, 
see in the dark, take pictures, log hunting observations and much more. All you need to do 
this- are the right hunting apps. Having these apps will help you downsize on all the 
equipment you bring along with you on your next hunting trip, and who knows……. one of 
these apps could even save your life! 

Here they are the 10 best hunting apps for the tech-savvy outdoorsman: 

1. iSonular Hunting & Fishing Times 

The iSonular Hunting and Fishing App gives hunters and anglers up-to-date details regarding 
the best time of day for hunting and fishing anywhere in the world. Using astronomical data 
from the US Naval observatory, users get access to location specific information on 
feeding/activity periods, sunrises and sunsets. 

2. Primos Hunting Calls 

Rated best-selling hunting app of all time, Primos Hunting Calls allows you to “speak the 
language” of nature to attract prey. With over 20 interactive calls you can select from a 
variety of categories including Turkey, Predator, Elk, Deer, Waterfowl and ‘specialty’ sounds 
to excel your skills for bringing in prey. 

3. iHunt Journal 

The iHunt Journal is an all-inclusive app that allows you to track and record all of your 
hunting observations and other relevant information. What can you do with iHunt? Get 
updates on the weather as well as sun, moon and solunar periods. Remember all pertinent 
details about your hunting trip by including information on game type, time hunted and 
weight. Take a snapshot of your hunting area so you never lose your stand. Record 
coordinates of key deer rubs and scrapes so you can plan ahead for your next hunt. 

https://plus.google.com/112344381083041595255
http://i-solunar.com/
http://www.primos.com/products/software-apps/
http://ihuntjournal.net/
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4. GoldenPic 

The GoldenPic app was initially designed as a photography app but has since extended its 
utility to hikers, campers, hunters, anglers and even pilots. This app provides sunrise and 
sunset times as well as lunar phases. The special thing about this app is that it also tells you 
when the Golden Hours and Blue Hours are. The Golden Hour is the first and last hour of 
sunlight during the day. The Blue Hour is the period of twilight each morning and evening 
where there is neither full daylight nor complete darkness. These are considered the ideal 
times for getting the best shots. 

With GoldenPic you can also save locations, and of course share your pics on Facebook, 
Twitter and Tumblr. 

5. Hunting Light & Blood Tracker 

The Hunting Light & Blood Tracker app gives hunters improved visibility in all lighting 
conditions. Green light enables night vision, blue enhances green objects that would 
otherwise be camouflaged in the forest and white is for general purposes. 

A unique feature of this app is its “blood tracking filter” which enhances the visibility of the 
blood trail left by wounded game so you can quickly recover the animal's whereabouts. 

 

  

http://goldenpic.jebsapps.com/
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6. Predator Hunting Calls 

With the Predator Hunting Calls app, predator hunters have 12 different precise call sounds, 
from a coyote pack howl to different wounded animal sounds. This highly-rated app is very 
handy for bringing in coyotes, bobcats, foxes, wolves, cougars and other game. 

 
7. SAS Survival Guide 

The SAS Survival Guide is must-have survival and safety guide written by a former Special Air 
Service (SAS) soldier. It provides vital information on safety and survival, a photo gallery that 
with detailed descriptions of anything from deadly mushrooms to poisonous plants, a 
survival checklist, key information supported with illustrations, a Morse code signalling 
device, a compass and more. Featuring video and images, this device will make sure you get 
the answers you’re looking for when you need them most. 

8. Ballistic 

“Intended for serious shooters who want a serious application” the Ballistic app is a highly 
sophisticated tool that calculates trajectory, windage, velocity, energy, and bullet flight time 
for any range you plan to shoot at, ensuring the best possible targeted shot. It takes into 
account temperature, humidity, barometric pressure and altitude. This full feature app has 
over 3,500 projectiles and factory loads, a range estimation calculator, GPS and atmosphere 
awareness. This is a must-have application in a range hunter’s app collection! 

https://itunes.apple.com/br/app/predator-hunting/id413887223?mt=8
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9. Bug Spray 

We all know how pesky those bugs can get and if at some point you run out of bug 
repellent, you can use the Bug Spray app to emit high frequency tones that will keep the 
bugs away. The ultrasonic app releases tones at frequencies above the hearing range of 
most people- but keep in mind that won't be the case for animals, so make sure you don’t 
scare your prey away with it. 
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10. ActInNature 

The ActInNature app tracks the moves of you and your hunting group, ensuring the safest 
hunt possible. With the Capture Map you can see your position and orientation as well as 
the direction and speed of other hunters. The augmented reality browser allows you to see 
the distance between you and other hunters. Finally you can store important information on 
hits to refer back to another time. 

 

By choosing the right selection of these highly-rated apps for your specific needs, your 
hunting adventures will never be the same again. Just remember to bring a charger with you 
(preferably solar-powered) so your device doesn't die on you when you need it most. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://itunes.apple.com/br/app/actinnature-hunting/id438678661?mt=8
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Truvelo 50BMG Counter Measure Sniper Rifle 

Don’t know what to get someone who has everything for Christmas or a Birthday???  

 

Look no further than hiring the rifle for your celebration or a Voucher to shoot the AWESOMELY 

AMAZING Truvelo 50BMG Counter Measure Sniper Rifle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Truvelo 12,7x99 CMS rifle is a specialised rifle of outstanding quality and accuracy. This is a 

serious rifle for the professional, designed to the highest standards with unsurpassed engineering. 

The rifle has an effective range of 1800m (ammunition dependent). 

 

Now is your chance to shoot one! Contact me to secure your chance to shoot this rifle at your next 

function or event (corporate, private or other). Shoot the Mighty 50Cal BMG Counter Measure 

Sniper Rifle and be part of an Elite few.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

R200 per shot or R500/3 shots (No Sharing) or R1500/10 shots (No Sharing) 

R5000/40 Shots, Groups or sharing allowed. 

 

Firearm is based in Queenstown so minimum order of R5,000 applies if not in Queenstown. 

Ideal for team building outings. 
 

For more info, questions and Bookings contact me on 083 253 0624 (Office Hours Only) or 

email me at steve.qtn@gmail.com   

mailto:steve.qtn@gmail.com
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Legal Portfolio – Matthew Yazbek  

 

THE CASE OF THE MISSING BUFFALO 

I have thought it appropriate, in hunting circles to share with the 

readers of our newsletter some law pertaining to ownership of wild 

game, when it is classed as such and when the laws of ownership in 

respect of game are to be applied.  Readers who own wild life on their properties might find 

this article to be interesting.  The article concerned involves a dispute between the owner of 

a game farm outside of Grahamstown (Hennie Le Roux of 1995 of World Cup fame) and the 

Eastern Cape Parks and Tourism Agency.  I therefore refer you to Eastern Cape Parks and 

Tourism Agency vs Medbury (Pty) Ltd t/a Crown River Safari.  The facts concern a herd of 

Cape Buffalo which had escaped from the Thomas Bains Nature Reserve onto the 

defendants property.  Instrumental in understanding the case was a fence and natural 

boundary constituting the Settlers Dam.  At a certain point between 2010 and 2011, dam 

levels were exceptionally low as a result of the drought.  As a water course formed part of 

the boundary, this resulted in buffalo escaping the boundaries and moving onto the 

defendant's game farm.   

 

When the rainfall subsequently returned to normal, the buffalo were unable to return to the 

reserve and were therefore left on the defendant's property.  Also of interest was the fact 

that the plaintiff (Tourism) did not have a certificate to show that their game had been 

sufficiently enclosed.  None the less, the plaintiff insisted that the game was theirs and that 

it was sufficiently enclosed and that the buffalo only escaped as a result of the low dam 

levels.   

  

The learned judge had to decide whether the Game Theft Act required that a certificate be 

obtained in all instances in order to ensure the protection of game that escaped from an 

owner's property.  The learner judge was also requested to develop the common law to the 

extent that wild animals kept in a sufficiently enclosed protected area and are managed by 

an Organ of State in terms of Conservation Legislation are res publicae and therefore owned 

by the Organ of State.   

 

The plaintiff argued that the buffalo that escaped were wild animals for purposes of the 

Game Theft Act and that they had been sufficiently contained with the intention that they 

should remain on the plaintiff's property.  Also, that there was no certificate as prescribed 

by the Act was not a prerequisite for protection offered in terms of the Game Theft Act.  

Alternatively, the plaintiff asserted where wild animals are kept sufficiently enclosed in a 

protected area and managed by an Organ of State they should be deemed to be res publicae 

and that the common law should be developed to reflect this state of the law.   
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In respect of the issue raised with regard to the Game Theft Act, the plaintiff attempted to 

argue that the issue of a certificate was not a prerequisite for protection afforded in terms 

of the Act and that if there was sufficient evidence to show that the game was in fact 

adequately disclosed, it should not lose ownership of the game which escaped from his 

land.   

 

On the other hand, the defendant insisted that the Game Theft Act was very clear and 

unambiguous that a certificate of sufficient enclosure was essential to protect loss of 

ownership if game escaped from the enclosure.  In respect of the game theft, the court held 

that the Act will protect ownership only if game is held on the property that is sufficiently 

enclosed; and land is only sufficiently enclosed if a certificate has been issued by the 

Premier of the Province in which the property is situated.  It can therefore only be the case 

that a certificate is a prerequisite for protection in terms of the Game Theft Act.  The case 

was therefore on this issue decided in favour of the defendant.  

 

The second issue dealing with the development of the common law to provide that wild 

animals are sufficiently contained in a protected area managed by an Organ of State or 

charged with the management thereof and are therefore res publicae, the court confirmed 

the common law position.  The common law position with the impact of the Game Theft Act 

was stated to be as follows: 

 

"In terms of the common law wild animals are res nullius and ownership can only be 

acquired through occupation, namely capturing and excising the effect of control over them 

with the intention to possess them.  When, however, they managed to escape from the 

controlled environment they revert to their natural state and again become res nullius.  The 

Act (Game Theft Act) effectively amended this common law rule to the extent that 

protection is afforded against loss of ownership of those wild animals defined as "game", 

and in respect of which a certificate of sufficient enclosure has been issued." 

 

The plaintiff's argument was therefore that there should be a distinction between different 

types of wild animals: 

 

1. Those kept for gaming and commercial purposes which would then be protected in 

terms of the Game Theft Act; and 

 

2. Animals kept for conservation purposes by an Organ of State which would in turn 

be considered res publicae and no susceptible to acquisition of ownership by way 

of occupation.   
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The court held that it was not necessary to develop the existing common law.  The court 

held that the common law has been sufficiently amended to cater for the adequate 

protection of an owner's game when it is held on land which is sufficiently enclosed.  

Therefore the plaintiff would have enjoyed protection had it complied with the 

requirements of the Game Theft Act.  The buffalo were classed as game and therefore 

enjoyed protection in terms of the Game Theft Act.  If, on the other hand, the wild animals 

did not fall within the ambit of game for purposes of the Game Theft Act then the plaintiff 

may have had an argument.   

 

This was not the case on the set of facts and the court concluded that: 

 

"Where in appropriate circumstances the extension of protection in respect of other species 

may require reconsideration of the existing common law rule, it would in any event be more 

appropriate for such required amendments to be effected through legislation, instead of 

development of the common law by the courts." 

 

All of the abovementioned ultimately means that in this instance, the herd of buffalo which 

strayed onto the defendant's property became his.  The plaintiff did not have a certificate as 

envisaged in terms of the Game Theft Act and they could not claim ownership of the game.  

The buffalo are a species of wild animal.  They need to be protected by way of a required 

certificate in order for the Act to apply.  One needs to be very circumspect when dealing 

with wild animals and claiming ownership.  Ultimately, if the certificate does not comply 

with the Game Theft Act then ones right of ownership cannot be enforced.   

 

I trust that those of you who own game will have enjoyed reading this case.   

 

MATTHEW YAZBEK        

Border Hunting Club Legal Portfolio Committee Member 
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Wingshooting/Clay Portfolio – Don Mackley  

 

To start off we will need to congratulate our BHC Member Don Mackley on his recent 

achievement in the World Championships for the Compak Event held by FITASC. 

 

 
 

Don participated in the event and his results are were fantastic in the Individual Event he 

finished 12th in the World and in the Team Event the South African Team finished 4th. 

 

 

 

Come along to the next Monthly Shotgun Shoot and come have a chat to Don about the 

experience and get some tips to improve your Wingshooting. 
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Juniors – Juan Bedser 

Brilliant news everybody!  Our junior’s ranks are 

growing!  We are hosting more events and activities.  

More juniors are participating in our events.  This 

support by the members is surely a step in the right 

direction. 

 

So what am I on about?  Well since our last 

newsletter, our juniors have participated and fared 

well in the PMP Grouping competition we hosted at the BHC Target Line Outdoors Festival. 

 

We hosted an outing to Deepadale Wildlife Estate on 7 July.  8 juniors together with parents 

were guided on a tour through the Estate.  The participants thoroughly enjoyed themselves 

and learned a lot about the Mountain Reedbuck, Blue Wildebeest, Nyala, Mountain Zebra, 

Blesbuck, Red Hartebeest and Impala they saw.  Thanks must go to Pamela Eberhardt from 

Deepadale for accommodating us and to Chairman, William Smale, and parents Stewart 

Deysel, Brett and Wanita Collins for assisting with the transport.  

 

Our Juniors have also participated in our Monthly CHASA Sports Shoots.  So much so that 

they were one of the motivating factors in introducing the rim fire event.  Well done to 

Christian Hempel, Gerhard Allers and Dylan Aldag for coming 1st, 2nd and 3rd respectively 

in the rimfire at the August Sports (Postal) Shoot. Added to that, Gerhardt shot a great score 

of 325 for the centre fire and Justin Bow did well to shoot two (2) V Bulls.  

 

While in September the results were: 

 

1. Jestin Bow (again with two (2) V Bulls) 

2. Erik Spies 

 

The attendance and support was fantastic. 

 

We also hosted a skinning and meat preparation demonstration at the August postal shoot.  

An impala ewe was donated by Hotfire Safaris and Ross Collins from Freddy Hirsch provided 

an excellent demonstration on how to skin and prepare the meat right down to biltong 

stage.  Thanks to Ross for his kind donation of spices, prizes and his time.   
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On the Competition front, the CHASA Junior Mentor Photo Draw was won by a junior from 

Suidkaap Jagters.  Well done on the Border entrants and please try again next year. 

 

The BHC Junior Newsletter competition ran parallel to the CHASA one. A number of worthy 

entries were submitted to the write-in competition.   

 

The passion and excitement that was experienced by the juniors was clearly evident.  A 

tough task to decide on a winner, which is good for hunting.  That said, I felt that the 

winning submission was really distinguished by the level of detail and effort that went into 

the submission.   

 

The winning submission is that of Logan and Stewart Deysel. 
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Further, those juniors who participated in at least 2 postal shoots this year will be 

accommodating us on the “Dads ‘n Lads (Junior)” hunt.  The qualifiers will be presented with 

an opportunity to hunt their own animal.  Details will be made available shortly.  We are 

hoping for great support to this event. 

 

I remember my Primary School Headmaster, Mr Schaefer, was very fond of quoting from the 

book of Ecclesiastes (Ch 3 vs 1 – 8) where wise King Solomon tells us that …”(t)here is a time 

for everything, and a season for every activity under the heavens”.  Personally I believe that 

Mr Schaefer especially enjoyed the time when school was closed and all the kids had gone 

home. 

 

What King Solomon was saying thousands of years ago though, is that the year is seasonal.  

Spring comes after Winter.  Spring means warmer days and the start of beach weather.  But 

it also means the end of hunting season.  What to do.  Do we mope around the house?   

Do we stay in-doors and become couch potatoes exercising our thumbs on phones or the 

www?  No, certainly not.  Nature needs this time to “reboot”.  To begin afresh. To grow and 

develop into something bigger and better. 

 

And so do we.  We must use this “off time” in the summer to hone our skills.  They say that 

a summer body is built in winter.  Similarly a prepared hunter practises his or her 

marksmanship, reloading or tracking in summer.  Animal knowledge and identification can 

be learned and new skills attained.  Every opportunity should be used. 

 

Going forward then, I am looking forward to seeing many more active juniors participating 

in our monthly shoots and events. 

 

Regards 

 

Juan Bedser                                      juanbedser@gmail.com  

mailto:juanbedser@gmail.com
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Dad and Lad Hunt  - Logan and Stewart Deysel 

This hunt was going to be a lot different. This time my young son was along to do the 

shooting. It was a dads and lads hunt, the old guys were only allowed to follow up if the kids 

wounded an animal.  

 

In true Deysel fashion we got there late. After quickly checking rifles and signing indemnities 

we were off.  Our PH Greg put Logan on some warthog very early, a close shot but it was not 

meant to be. The pigs just would not stand broadside, it took a lot of discipline from Logan 

not to take a head shot. 

 

Impala came up later on that morning, we came across a herd of Impala, we stalked them 

for quite a while, we put Logan on the sticks about 100m away, pointing out a nice female. I 

told him to take his time and put it on the shoulder. After wondering why he hadn’t taken 

the shot I noticed that behind his Impala was another one. He had been concerned that the 

bullet would go through and injure the one behind. They got wind of us and took off like a 

flash.  Shortly after spooking the Impala Logan said “Dad, Dad Blesbuck”, little guys eagle 

eyes have worked again or maybe because he is so much shorter than me he was able to 

see under the trees that were obscuring my view.  It was  a herd of about 40 Blesbuck, we 

slowly stalked them through the eroded gulley’s, keeping our heads down when we hit a 

problem  - the shooting sticks were of no use to us in the thick bush – out came the bipod, 

we picked a good female without a calf but it was not to be again, they thundered off.  

After lunch out PH took us back to where we had seen the Blesbuck, he put Logan on the 

sticks at about 150m “On the shoulders boy” I said quietly “Yes Dad” came a whispered 

response. Bang he took a shot but missed.  

 

Only to realise that he never practiced on the shoulders only heart shots. He thought he 

needed to put the cross on top of the shoulder – Rifle is zero at 200m so it was way over the 

top.  

 

Standing on top of the kraans Greg our PH spotted a fellow deer doe heading along the river 

bank. We found a good non trophy stag under some bushes about 300m away slowly and 

cautiously we walked along the top of this kraans to get within shooting range for Logan. 

160m was as close as we could get. The slope was steep I don’t know which had my heart 

racing more – fear of falling down this cliff or knowing that Logan was about to make the 

shot.  

 

Greg the PH coached him through the placement, BANG and the sound of a hit all of a 

sudden the valley was alive with big stags running in all directions.  

 

A long walk down to the animal and a long recovery process across ice cold water with a 

happy result; young hunter and a proud father and a nice Fallow Deer.  
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Hunting Humour 
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Recipes/Resepte 

Springbuck Potjie  

 

 2 x large onions, sliced 

 60 ml butter 

 2 kg springbok meat with bones 

 Water to cover meat halfway 

 10 ml salt 

 60 ml Worcestershire sauce 

 10 x black peppercorns 

 10 x whole cloves 

 10 ml ground coriander 

 6 x potatoes, peeled and cut into cubes 

 75 gr (125 ml) currants 

 75 gr (125 ml) sultanas 

 4 x large carrots, sliced 

 250 ml chunky chutney 

 

Method 

Fry onions in butter until brown. 

Add meat, brown and add water. 

After water has almost evaporated, add salt, Worcestershire sauce, 

Peppercorns,  cloves and coriander. 

After 1½ hours, add potatoes, currants and sultanas. 

Simmer another 30 minutes. 

Add carrots and chutney. 

Simmer another 30 minutes. 

Serve with bread, salad and dry wine. 
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